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eudafit

Chapter One

“To empower individuals to create a simple, sustainable, and enjoyable approach
to fitness in hopes of increasing contentment and quality of life.”
- Eudafit Mission Statement
Euda-what?
Eudafit originates from the Greek word eudamonia
which pertains to the idea of contentment and overall
well-being. Eudafit represents the culmination of my
fitness journey. I went through several years of strict diets,
comparing myself to other people, and a laundry list of
other detrimental aspects. For many years, I tried to find
the ultimate guide to getting in great shape. I tried getting
into shape in numerous ways with numerous diets. Many
times these aspects caused me to sacrifice happiness,
time with friends, and overall well-being in the pursuit of
fitness. After experiencing this for multiple years, I knew
there needed to be a change. Fitness wasn’t enhancing
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my life. Instead, it was taking away lots of things that I
wanted. I didn’t think it was possible to be able to enjoy
life and eat the foods I love while being in great shape.
I started over and scratched all the habits I had been
doing for years. I was sick of fitness being complicated
and involving all of these rules. I wanted to find a
balance between focusing on the important keys of
being fit while not worrying about perfection.
When exercise and diet plans become too strict and
structured they eventually turn into an unsustainable
chore. The fitness industry makes you believe that if you
want to look good/feel good you need to follow rules
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Program Audience
This program is designed for the people that
want to be in shape but don’t want to sacrifice
other aspects of your life. This is for the person
that sees more fitness potential in themselves
and wants to strive for it while still enjoying life.
Ultimately, this program is for the person that
wants to lose fat, look better, and feel better
while not being miserable during the process.
If you are severely emotionally attached to
your weight or believe that counting calories
and/or weighing yourself regularly will cause
emotional harm then this book isn’t for you.
I understand that these areas can lead to or
help promote eating disorders if you are too
emotionally involved. For these reasons, this
program might not be a good fit for you. If
you realize that you are this person, I wouldn’t
suggest any fat loss program for you at this
time. Take some time to develop positive
relationships with food and internal health
that isn’t associated with scale weight or body
composition.
that take away from certain aspects of your
life. People start to become obsessed with the
structure and feel guilty when they eat treats
or bitter when they see others enjoying them.
Their efforts last a couple weeks, maybe a
couple months, and eventually they give up. To
be truthful, I don’t blame them. I don’t typically
stick with things that make my life miserable
either.
Ultimately if you enjoy it, you’ll stick with it.
If you can see the why, you’ll push through
the adversity. If proper nutrition and exercise
doesn’t seem like a burden, you’ll be able to
make it a sustainable lifestyle. Eudafit aims to
give you the tools and templates to make your
fitness goals a reality but not at the expense of
sacrificing your contentment or overall wellbeing. Focus on the main principles we talk
about. Make them enjoyable. Live your life.
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The Multi-Dimensional Physique
This program aims to develop a “multidimensional physique”. For the most part, I
think we can agree that everyone wants to
look good. I understand that. I don’t think that’s
a bad thing at all. Looking good doesn’t have
to be an egotistical thing. It can quite simply be
respecting and appreciating the vehicle you
have along the road of life.
However, if you stop there, you also
shortchange the power of fitness. There are
many benefits you can reap from incorporating
several facets of exercise and nutrition (which
we will discuss later in this chapter). Short-term
benefits and long term-benefits that can lead
to this idea of overall well-being (eudamonia).
For these reasons, I program for what I call a
“multi-dimensional physique”.
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The multi-dimensional physique focuses on:

Functional Movements
Isolation Exercises
Strength/Power Exercises
Aerobic Exercises
Mobility Exercises
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Program Philosophy
I program for an aesthetic (look good, feel
good right?) body targeted at females and
males. I also program for a well-balanced
physique that includes benefits of aerobic
training, strength training, and mobility. Most

importantly, it’s a physique that utilizes all
the benefits that our bodies were made to
attain from physical activity. The information
listed below is pretty well known at this point.
However, I don’t think we fully grasp the ROI
(return on investment) these areas will bring us
as we continue through life.

Cognitive Benefits of Exercise:

Strength Training Benefits:

• Improved cognitive function
• Improved mood management

• Helps protect bone health and muscle
mass

• Improved stress relief

• Helps develop better body mechanics

• Improved stress resiliency

• Plays a role in disease prevention

• Increased motivation

• Boosts energy levels and improves mood

• Increased attention span

• Translates to more calories burned by
boosting metabolism.

• Increased learning ability
• Decreased addiction patterns
Aerobic benefits include:

Mobility/Range of Motion Benefits:
• Increased range of motion

• Aids in weight loss

• Increased muscle activation

• Stronger heart and lungs

• Decreased risk of injury

• Increased bone density

• Decreased soreness

• Reduced stress

• Decreased joint pain

• Reduced risk of heart disease
• Better sleep
• More energy

Exercise Selection
I believe in promoting balance throughout the body. We will train all parts of the body with a gender specific
emphasis. Allow me to explain.
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For men, this program has an emphasis
towards:
•
•
•
•

The shoulder region
The upper chest region
The upper back region
Overall core as this will promote a v-taper
physique.

For women this program has an emphasis
towards:
•
•
•
•

The Gluteal region
The Quad region
The Hamstring region
Overall core to promote the appealing hip
to waist ratio.

As far as promoting muscular balance
throughout the body we will still incorporate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Horizontal presses
Horizontal pulls
Vertical presses
Vertical pulls
Squat movements
Hinge movements
Loaded carries

*Volume (sets/reps) will be allocated towards the gender specific
emphasized areas.

I believe in promoting balance throughout the
body. We will train all parts of the body
with a gender specific emphasis.

CHAPTER
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Steps To Success
The whole idea behind Eudafit is to transform fitness into something that is enjoyable and life enriching. What I am
really passionate about is creating an enjoyable system for everyone. Not a program where you have to count every
macro nutrient. Not something where you need to be in the gym for multiple hours. Instead, a program that allows

Baby Step 6:Individual Blueprint
Baby Step 5: Warm-Up the Bull Pen
Baby Step 4: Exercise Protocol
Baby Step 3: Progress Points
Baby Step 2: Nutrition Protocol
Baby Step 1: Mindset

Figure One

you room for the foods you love as well as quick effective workouts that reap multiple benefits.
The most efficient way I’ve found to communicate this message is through Eudafit’s Six Baby Steps. Figure 1 is an
overview of the six baby steps to fat loss success. We will talk about each one of them individually and in depth in
chapter 3.
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Eudafit’s Model of Success
Furthermore, I have created a model of success
based on observations I have seen over the
last seven years in the fitness community. This
model won’t be found in any textbooks or

literature but I believe it holds the essence of
success. This model contains four factors that
are common in people that find success along
their fitness journey. In the same manner, most
people that fail to reach their goal usually lack
one or more of these factors. Eudafit’s model of
success can be found below in figure 2.

GOAL+ WHY+DIRECTION+ APPLICATION = SUCCESS

Figure Two

This model contains four factors that
are common in people that find
success along their fitness journey.
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Let’s talk about each factor individually.

Goal
Create a SMART (specific, measureable,
attainable, realistic, timely) goal that
accurately represents your desires. Creating
smart goals helps in a multitude of ways. First,
creating smart goals helps better depict your
vision. It gives your dream a shape. This helps
keep you focused and motivated along the
way. Secondly, smart goals help you build
momentum.
When you have a smart goal you can see
progress along the journey. This builds
momentum and continues to provide hope
which becomes the fuel to overcoming
adversity. Thirdly, smart goals help build
effectiveness and efficiency. When you know
your destination, you are better able to create
an efficient route. When you get in your car to
drive to work you know exactly where you are
going. You know the turns, the roads, and the
factors that will help you reach your destination
(traffic, road work, etc). The same principles
apply to fitness.

Dig deep and connect your why to something
that matters to you. The goal can be something
external such as losing 30 pounds but why
do you want to lose those 30 pounds? Is it to
impress someone? Is it to build an external
image?
Most people that reach success (however you
want to define that) possess a deep internal
motivation that helps burn the fire over a
lifetime. These motivations can be centered
around loved ones, health conditions, quality
of life, medical bills, etc.
Direction / Application
Direction and application are the primary
sources of content in this book. Once you have
developed a specific goal and have created
an emotionally connection I can help you
finish the model of success. Furthermore, the
baby steps will hold much more value when its
paired with a strong willed goal.

Why
The motivation behind your goal doesn’t
really get the credit it deserves. The why is
EVERYTHING. Why are you trying to achieve
this goal? The power of your why directly
dictates long term success.
If your motivation is external based, then odds
are it won’t manifest into something greater.
If your motivation is internally based, it will
possess a deep emotional connection. This
connection is extremely important when facing
behavior modification.
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It is my goal with this program to make fat loss as simple as possible.

the science
It is my goal with this program to make fat loss
as simple as possible for you. I will refrain from
using too much science and just leave you with
the principles as this is the only thing you really
need to see results.
However, I believe in educating you as much
as possible through this e-book. If you don’t
want to know some of the science behind the
program just skip ahead to chapter 3. If you
do want to know some of the key principles/
concepts associated with the fat loss program,
chapter 2 is for you.

1
Calories In Vs. Calories Out
(Energy Balance)
In regards to weight loss, you need to be
eating less calories (calories in) than your
body is burning/utilizing (calories out) in order
to lose weight. This is referred to as the caloric
deficit.
From a scientific standpoint, the caloric deficit
is the driving force of weight loss. I know that’s
a simple answer for a complicated process but
that is what the science points to. If you aren’t
losing weight, odds are you aren’t in a caloric
deficit or haven’t been in one long enough.
Don’t overcomplicate this simple principle.
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Chapter Two

Calories and Rabbit Holes:
Fat loss is a multifactorial process and should
be viewed in that manner. I personally
believe in simple approaches when it comes
to behavior modification. I will refrain from
entering “rabbit holes” (controversial topics
that lead to extensive conversations) but I want
to briefly touch on the calorie conversation.
I understand there are other factors in regards
to energy balance. Some of this factors
include: gut health, insulin levels, blood
sugar levels, metabolism, genetics, medical
conditions, medications, and allergies. While
some of these factors hold weight, I believe if
we focus on creating consistency in areas that
reap more momentum then ultimately we will
see greater results. Internal health should be a
priority when chasing after your goal.
However, exploring rabbit hole topics at the
expense of losing consistency with the basic
principles will lead you away from your goal.
Understand fat loss contains other factors
but create consistency with the law of energy
balance.
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“Fat loss
is a multifactorial
process and
should be viewed in
that manner.”
CHAPTER
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losing lean muscle mass. Fat loss involves
losing fat. I cannot reiterate this enough, fat
loss and weight loss are two separate things.
Understand this and life becomes a lot easier.
If you want to lose weight, then just cut out
carbs, dehydrate yourself, and/or starve
yourself. I guarantee you will lose weight.
However, if you want to look better and
lose fat we need to go about it in a different
manner.

3
Macro Vs. Micro
Macronutrients are composed of 3 different
types of nutrients. These are protein, fats, and
carbohydrates. Each one of these nutrients
serve an important purpose. I do not believe
in demonizing any one type of macronutrient
as there is absolutely no research to support
these claims, if overall caloric intake (calories)
is accounted for.

2
Fat Loss Vs. Weight Loss
I like to refer to this concept as fat loss vs
weight loss. To illustrate my point, I always
reference the McDonalds study. There was
a study done where a male subject ate
McDonalds every day for an extended period
of time. The subject ate in a caloric deficit
while eating McDonalds and ended up losing
weight during the study. Although he lost
scale weight, his lean muscle mass decreased
and he ended up with a higher body fat
percentage even though he weighed less on
the scale.

When most people say “I want to lose
weight”, what they really mean is that they
want to look better. This is achieved from fat
loss not weight loss. Weight loss can involve
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Micronutrients are composed of two types of
nutrients. These are vitamins and minerals. I
will not get heavy into the roles and benefits
that micronutrients play as it would open up
a thirty-page discussion. Instead, in order to
communicate the importance of both these
areas I will use a metaphor.
The car metaphor works extremely well when
expressing the importance of these areas.
Macronutrients serve as the car’s exterior.
The car seats, the steering wheel, the mirrors,
the tires, so on and so forth. You need
macronutrients in order to drive and reach
your goal of fat loss. The micronutrients serve
as the car’s functions under the hood. The oil,
gas, and air in the tires. If you aren’t consuming
adequate macronutrients, let’s face it, you are
not going anywhere. If you aren’t consuming
adequate micronutrients, it may seem like you
are moving along fine but there will inevitably
come a time when your car breaks down. If we
want success in the long run, we have to start
respecting both areas.
Exercise Principles
Principle #1: Progressive Overload

“In order for a muscle to grow, strength to
be gained, performance to increase, or for
any similar improvement to occur, the human
body must be forced to adapt to a tension that
is above and beyond what it has previously
experienced.”

This is by far one of the most important
principles to understand when it comes to
the exercise protocol. Progressive overload
basically means that we need to be smart
about how we train. There is a difference
between the words “workout” and “train”.
Workout implies that we are just simply
working out. Training implies that we have a
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plan and a purpose to what we are doing.
We will train in a way that we can adapt from
exercise stressors efficiently and effectively
while being able to change the stressor, after a
period of time, without negative effects taking
place. Eudafit’s Fat Loss Program already has
progressive overload implemented within the
exercise protocol.
Principle #4: Specificity
“To become better at a particular exercise or
skill, one should perform that exercise or skill.
For example, a runner should run to improve
running performance.”
Pretty simple right? I am blow away by how
many people don’t implement this theory into
their training. I see it all the time. People have
conflicting goals. They want to gain weight
but tone up. They want to lose weight but get
bigger muscles. That’s probably 90% of the
problem right there. You need to pick one goal.
Program for it, eat for it, and put forth effort in
the areas that will get you there.
This program is for FAT LOSS ONLY. That
means that all aspects will be geared towards
fat loss. We will be eating in a caloric deficit
which will promote fat loss, training with lower
amounts of volume (compared to muscle gain),
and focusing on key progressions that will
help us hang on to as much muscle as possible
during the transformation. You won’t be getting
a whole lot stronger/bigger as this is not the
focus. We will program in a way that will take
advantage of neural adaptation but we will be
in a caloric deficit which by definition means
subpar recovery. We cannot expect to grow
when we are not recovering fully. We can only
program to maintain lean muscle mass and
see neural strength improvements during this
transformation. You have to know where you
are going before you get there.
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baby steps

Chapter Three

Baby Step 1: Mindset
Baby Step 2: Nutrition protocol
Baby Step 3: Progress points
Baby Step 4: Exercise protocol
Baby Step 5: Warm-Up the Bullpen
Baby Step 6: Individual Blueprint

Six Baby Steps
Okay now that we have some background
let’s jump into the program. I want to make
this as simple and practical as possible so I’m
breaking down the fat loss program into 6
baby steps. Breaking complicated processes
into baby steps is a method that I’m a big
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believer in. The baby steps are a method from
my favorite financial planner Dave Ramsey.
He uses baby steps in order to create a plan
for developing financial peace. I’m using baby
steps in order to help you create a successful
fat loss plan. The baby steps build off of each
other. Once you have mastered/completed
baby step 1, move on to baby step 2. So on
and so forth. Don’t skip steps. These build off
each other in a way that will create effective,
16

sustainable results. Here is the overview of the
baby steps. In the following pages I will talk
about each one in depth.

(which includes muscle mass) you will be much
happier and more content in the long run,
which is the ultimate goal.

Baby Step 1: Mindset
Baby Step 2: Nutrition protocol
Baby Step 3: Progress points
Baby Step 4: Exercise protocol
Baby Step 5: Warm-Up the Bullpen
Baby Step 6: Individual Blueprint

Non-Linear (undulating)

1
Mindset
Welcome to baby step one. This serves as the
foundation for all the principles, tools, and
protocols that we will implement for fat loss.
I think of this baby step as the foundation
that holds all the other steps. In order for this
to be successful we need to start off with a
proper mindset when approaching fat loss. For
simplicity sake, I have broken down the proper
fat loss mindset into seven sub categories.
Patience
The one truth with almost anything in life. It
takes time. That is not a bad thing. Time will
often lead you to a more fulfilling destination.
Create a realistic timeline when embarking
along a fat loss journey. I recommend setting
aside 1-2 weeks to create momentum and get
things locked in. From there this program is
designed to help you lose 1-2 lbs. per week.
If you have 20 lbs. to lose you are looking at
roughly 13-20 weeks. Accept this fact. This isn’t
a get fit fast book. I don’t believe in fast results
because they do not last. Therefore, I couldn’t
take the time to write a book that I absolutely
don’t believe in. I believe 100% that if you take
the time and lose fat as opposed to just weight
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You have to realize that fat loss is a nonlinear
process. That means that it has ups, downs, and
plateaus. As we progress through the six baby
steps you will see how I account for this simple
truth. Just be aware that progress will not be
perfect each day or even each week. It is the
long term trend line that shows the results.
Simple But Not Easy
As you will soon find out, the process actually
isn’t very complicated (especially the way I
teach it). However, that doesn’t mean that it is
100% inherently easy. This program strives for
enjoyment throughout the process but there will
be times when adversity hits. Just understand
that any change takes some effort.
Flat Tire
I call this mindset the flat tire. When you get a
flat tire you don’t just automatically stab a hole
in the other 3 tires. No, that would be stupid
and counterproductive. You realize something
happened and you move on. You replace the
tire or if you are like me and don’t know a
thing about car maintenance you call AAA.
The same principle applies to fat loss. When
you make a mistake, realize it is okay. Accept
it and move on. Don’t let one mistake turn into
20 more.
Consistency over perfection
Likewise, understand that the number
one factor in getting you to your goal is
consistency. Consistency is king in the fat
loss world. Realize that you don’t have to be
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perfect. In fact, this program allows you lots of
room not to be perfect. This is more than okay,
it’s actually encouraged.

finding what fits your blueprint. Principles are
few but the method in which you apply the
principles are many!

Moderation Over Restriction
Never say the words I can’t have this, I can’t
do that. In fact, the truth is you can have the
piece of cake or that piece of pizza. You can
go out to eat with your friends. You just do it in
a different way now.
Principles Are Few, Methods Are Many
The last mindset, I want to share is all about
individualization. This is by far the most
powerful concept to understand when
embarking on a fat loss journey. We need
to understand that different things work for
different people. Nowadays, health can be
such a confusing and controversial topic.
We have tons of conflicting information/
studies and just as many conflicting diets
(keto vs. paleo vs. atkins vs. carnivore). It’s
no wonder that people are confused on how
to lose fat. Individualization is my answer to
these questions. The fact is no matter what
diet or exercise regime you follow; it needs
to be based on scientific principles. Scientific
principles are models that can be observed
and proven. Energy Balance is a scientific
principle. Progressive Overload is a scientific
principle. The confusion part for many people
is regarding the method of applying these
principles. Ultimately, the methods in which
you apply scientific principles are based on
your own individual factors/lifestyle. There are
a hundred different ways to apply a caloric
deficit. Keto works for some people and paleo
works for some people (although there are
differences in these diets based on internal
health). The most important part to remember
is both of these nutrition structures follow/
promote the scientific principle of energy
balance. If you eat Keto while in caloric deficit
you will lose weight. If you eat paleo while in a
caloric deficit you will lose weight. It’s all about
CHAPTER

2
Nutrition
Welcome to baby step 2! Now that we have
developed a proper mindset, let’s talk nutrition.
Nutrition is a very important aspect in reaching
your goal. It is most people’s common downfall
because it takes behavioral change which is
sometimes painful for us humans.
Before going any further, let me go on record
for saying that I will not tell you that you can’t
eat the foods you love. I would be a hypocrite.
Regardless if I am losing weight or gaining
weight, I eat the foods I love multiple times
throughout the week. I am not a registered
dietitian so I will not tell you the exact foods to
eat. Rather, I want to instruct you on how to eat
to promote fat loss and provide some quality
food options for each macronutrient (proteins,
fats, and carbs).
Focus on What Matters
When it comes to nutrition you want to make
things as simple as possible. If you have too
much structure or too many “rules” nutrition
loses its ability to become sustainable. As
previously mentioned consistency is the
key. There are a lot of factors involved with
nutrition especially when talking about fat loss.
However, there are only a few key principles
that account for 80-85% of the nutrition results.
When I first found this out, I was so excited.
Why would we put so much energy and effort
into all this aspects and dynamics of nutrition
18

when we can focus on 3 key principles and
reap 85% of the results. That is a huge win in
my book.
85-90% of fat loss results are derived
from:
• Caloric Deficit
• Adequate Protein
• 80/20
10-15% of fat loss results are derived
from:
•
•
•
•

Meal timing
Supplements
Low carb vs low fat
Sodium Content

Eudafit focuses on the 85% which creates the
biggest bang for your ‘energy’ buck. We focus
and allocate our limited will power supply to
the 85% and we forget about the rest. In doing
this, nutrition becomes a lifestyle not a chore.
Don’t get me wrong, you can totally implement
the other little x’s o’s if you want but not until
we have the 85% down consistently. Don’t
hitch your trailer to a horse with no legs.
Okay, now let’s tackle each aspect of the 85%
individually.
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Side Note on Stress Management:
I don’t talk a lot about stress management in
this e-book but it should be addressed when
attempting to lose fat. Stress is actually a good
thing for our bodies and is the key ingredient
to growing and adapting. However, without
proper stress management (recovery) stress
can significantly alter fat loss results. Below is
a brief summary of the General Adaptation
Syndrome created by Hans Selye.
Phase 1: Alarm
Upon perceiving a storessor, the body reacts
with a response via the sympathetic nervous
system.
Phase 2: Resistance
The body resists and compensates as the
parasympathetic nervous system attempts to
return many physiological functions to normal
levels.
Phase 3: Exhaustion
If the stressor or stressors continue beyond
the body’s capacity, the resources become
exhausted and the body is susceptible to
disease.
Basically our bodies are shocked by a stimulus
which is followed by adaptation if adequate
recovery is present. If the stimulus overrides
the recovery, then adaptation will not take
place and various negative effects will follow.
This is very closely related to fat loss. Fat loss
principles place stress upon the body (negative
energy balance and exercise) we must provide
adequate recovery along this journey or else
fat loss can be stalled. Sleep, scheduled rest,
recovery techniques, and proper programming
should all be accounted for when embarking
on a fat loss journey. If one or more of these
areas is lacking, progress can be stalled
via hormones and various physiological
responses.
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Aspect 1: Calorie Deficit
The first step in creating a calorie deficit is
finding an estimated caloric expenditure
number based on your own individual factors.
Realize this number is just an estimate and
treat it as such. If you want to know exactly
how many calories you burn on a daily
basis, you need to go into a lab and use
expensive equipment. For the rest of us, the
Mifflin Equation will do (I will explain how to
dial this number in during the progress points
section). The Mifflin Equation is by far my
favorite equation to use when estimated caloric
energy needs. I have found that it is extremely
accurate right off the bat. The equation is as
follows:
For men:
(10 x w) + (6.25 x h) – (5 x a) + 5
For women:
(10 x w) + (6.25 x h) – (5 x a) – 161
W=weight in kilograms (2.2 kilograms = 1 lb.)
H = height in cm (2.54 centimeters = 1 inch)
A = age in years
After this equation you will have a calorie
number which is called your resting metabolic
rate (RMR). Once you find that number
multiply it by the activity factor described
below:
IMPORTANT: Choose the number that
represents your lifestyle WITHOUT the Eudafit
fat loss exercise program. Again, choose
the number that represents your activity on a
regular basis without the workout program.
Choose the number that represents your daily
(on average) lifestyle.
1.2 = if sedentary, little or no exercise / desk
job
1.375 = light active, light exercise 1-3 days
a week
1.55
= moderately active, moderate
CHAPTER

exercise 3-5 days a week
1.725 = very active, hard exercise 6-7 days
a week
1.9 = extremely active, hard daily exercise
and a physically active job
*Again, this is just an estimate so don’t freak
out if you don’t fit a category exactly. Just
make an educated estimate and we will dial
it in during the progress points section. Also,
speaking from experience, if you are torn
between an activity factor choose the lower
one to start out with.
After you multiple your RMR by the activity
level factor you will get an estimated number
of calories you burn throughout the day called
your maintenance calories (calories you need
to eat in order to maintain your weight). Don’t
freak out if this number is higher or lower
than you believe it is. It’s an estimate. DON’T
FREAK OUT. BREATHE. Take that number and
subtract 500-600 calories to start out with.
Don’t subtract any more than 500-600 at this
point. It is very important to not create too
deep of a deficit. This number is your daily
calorie goal you are going to shoot for over
the next several weeks. An example can be
found below.
Example (170-pound male. 32 years old. 6
feet tall. With an activity level of 1.375)
Step 1: (10 x 77.27) + (6.25 x 182) – (5 x 32)
RMR = 1,749
Step 2: RMR x 1.375
Step 3: Maintenance Calories = 2,404
Step 4: Maintenance Calories – 500
Step 5: Calorie Deficit Goal = 1,904
Your calorie deficit goal is the daily number
you will shoot for on rest days (days you don’t
work out) over the next several weeks. This is
your baseline. On days that you perform the
exercise protocol you will need to add some
calories to account for the calories you will
be burning during the workout. If you follow
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Eudafit’s exercise protocol these workouts are
designed to burn between 300-400 calories
per workout. On days that you work out, start
by adding 300 calories to this number. You
can always increase or decrease this number
later on.
170-pound male. 32 years old. 6 feet tall.
Activity level 1.375
Rest Days: 1,904 Calories
Workout Days: 2,204 Calories
MyFitnessPal
So this leads us to the question of how to
track calories. It’s one thing knowing how
many calories you need to eat but it’s another
thing to learn how to track these calories in a
sustainable, realistic way.
Enter MyFitnessPal. Arguably the most popular
calorie counting app on the market. This is
more than sufficient for tracking your calories
throughout the day. If you haven’t used this
app before the first 1-2 weeks will being a
little more time consuming until you learn your
way around the app. Be aware of this and just
accept the fact that the first week or two will
be a little more hands on. Once you learn how
to operate MyFitnessPal it doesn’t add more
than 5-10 minutes to your day in order to track
calories.
Serving Sizes
If you aren’t aware of proper portions and
serving sizes, then take the first 2-4 weeks and
measure out your food. Once you develop
an eye for portion sizes you can put the
measuring cups away. I still measure larger
portions of carbohydrate sources to this
day but other than that I don’t worry about
measuring every little thing.
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Sustainability
To me this is the biggest concept with counting
calories. It shouldn’t feel like a chore or
something that takes away from your life. Here
are tips to help with making counting calories
more enjoyable with MyFitnessPal.
Don’t eat 6 meals a day. Eating six meals a
day becomes a drag for counting calories
because you are constantly tracking them. I
would suggest 2-3 meals a day with maybe a
snack or two. If you are a person that enjoys
6 meals a day (there’s nothing wrong with
that) just be aware that this will become more
tedious when tracking calories.
Eat similar meals throughout the week. Pick 3-4
meal combinations for lunch throughout your
week. Once you log them into MyFitnessPal,
they stay in the database. After they are in the
database you can just click on them instead
of having to search for the food. This allows
at least one of your meals a day to become
absolutely effortless to track.
Eat similar snacks/foods throughout the
week. Similar to number two, this accounts
for easy tracking when it comes to snacks or
different meal combinations. I’m not saying that
you need to eat the same meals every day.
However, I want to encourage you to eat the
same series of lunches and snacks throughout
the week. You can save your nighttime meals
for variety and variability.
Don’t track the last meal of the day. I can
already hear the controversy with this. Hear
me out. Let’s say you eat 3 meals a day. You
have a big lunch and a small snack after work.
You entered your lunch and snack (which are
already in the database) into MyFitnessPal.
By following tips 2 and 3 you have decided
to pick similar meals throughout your week for
snacks and lunches. It maybe took you 2-3
minutes for these tasks. It is 8 pm now and you
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want to finish off your calories for the night
before going to bed. So far you haven’t had to
put a lot of effort into tracking your calories for
the day. You look on the app and realize you
have 800 calories and 40 grams of protein left
in order to meet your daily goals. You do not
have to enter this meal into MyFitnessPal. You
know that your last meal needs to have at least
40 grams of protein and no more than 800
calories. Just find your foods that meet these
needs and forget about entering them into
MyFitnessPal.

Aspect 2: Adequate Protein
The next step is to find your daily protein goal.
I would suggest anywhere from .6 to 1.0
grams per pound of body weight. My advice
is to start low .6-.7 as you can always adjust
later on. For example, if you are a 150-pound
woman and decide to start at .6 your daily
protein goal would be set at 90 grams.
What about carbs and fats? Here is where I
allow for individual variation. Different things
work for different people so to tell you the
macros I eat wouldn’t account for everyone.
Instead I suggest that you start out with a
balance between fats and carbs. Don’t worry
about hitting certain numbers in these areas;
instead focus on hitting your calorie goal and
protein goal. As long as you are in a deficit
with adequate protein intake you are setting
yourself up for success. Over time you can
decide if you do well with higher or lower
amounts of carbohydrates. Once you figure
that out, just adjust fats accordingly.
*For me personally, I control protein intake
and overall calories and let the other chips
fall where they may. This allows so much more
room to enjoy life.
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More about Carbs and Fats
The issue with carbohydrate and fat intake is
individualization. It’s tough to give accurate
advice when I don’t know your individual
factors (age, exercise history, gut health,
energy expenditure, medical conditions,
allergies, etc.). The societal recommendations
are to stay away from saturated fats and eat
carbohydrate sources low on the Glycemic
Index. The Glycemic Index (GI) is a system that
ranks the relationship between carbohydrates
and increases in blood sugar. The higher the
carb source is on the GI the higher the carb
raises blood sugar (supposedly). However,
there is a ton of research to support the
claim of individualization when it comes to
these two macronutrients. There have been
numerous studies that contradict the GI and
support the claim that glycemic response is
individual. Some individuals can eat carb
sources high on the GI and see favorable
blood sugar increases. In the same manner,
some individuals can eat lower on the GI and
see significant blood sugar spikes. Ultimately,
glycemic response points to genetics, exercise
history, and gut health. So as you can see,
there isn’t a one size fits all approach when it
comes to fats and carbs.
Aspect 3: 80/20
Fat loss involves a caloric deficit, adequate
protein, and quality food sources. Remember
the study about the man who ate McDonalds
for an extended period of time? He ate
McDonald’s but stayed in a caloric deficit
and ended up losing weight. However, at the
end of his transformation, he lost lean muscle
mass and ended up having a higher body fat
percentage even though he lost scale weight.
Weight loss just involves caloric deficit. Fat
loss involves caloric deficit and quality food
sources.
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Quality Fat Sources:
For this reason, I believe in following the
80/20 approach. This approach accounts
for both quality and enjoyment. The 80/20
approach is defined as consuming whole,
natural, nutrient dense food sources 80% of the
time which allows you room to enjoy the foods
you love the remaining 20% of the time (pizza,
ice cream, chocolate). The 80/20 assumes
that you still eat within your daily caloric and
protein goal.
It is pretty simple right? Yes, it’s simple but
simple is not the same as easy. It isn’t always
easy to stick to a calorie deficit and eat
adequate protein while eating 80/20.
This takes behavior change. Furthermore, I
understand that 90% of nutrition is emotional.
Eating usually follows emotion and that
is something that needs to be taken into
consideration.
In closing of baby step 2 here are some quality
foods sources for each macronutrient category:
Quality Protein Sources:
Chicken
Turkey
Lean Beef
Greek Yogurt
String Cheese
Black Bean Noodles
Eggs
Quality Carbohydrate Sources:
Oatmeal
Rice (all kinds)
Kind Granola
Vegetables
Fruits
Rice Cakes
Ezekiel Bread
Anything Natural and Unprocessed
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Oils (olive, coconut etc.)
Peanut Butter (almond butter, sun butter)
Nuts
*I don’t worry too much about fats in my diet.
For me, they are easy to come by. I’m not
going to get into an ethical debate about it
but the general recommendation is to keep
saturated fats <10% of total fat intake. Also,
make sure you are getting plenty of omega 3’s
in your diet.
Supplements
Just a quick side note on supplements. I don’t
really believe in having lots of supplements.
You can get all your essential nutrition through
whole foods. With that being said, if you have
a medical condition or deficiencies in certain
areas then supplements are useful. The only
supplements that I use are protein powder,
Creatine, L-Glutamine, and maybe some
natural pre-workout or BCAAs on occasion.

3
Progress
Points
After you have your foundation laid, the 85%
will start making results. The key is to develop a
system in which you can actually see the results
you are making. Progress creates hope. If you
see progress, it increases motivation, builds
hope, and keeps you moving towards your
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goal. Thus enters baby step 3, progress points.
The first one is my favorite and in my opinion
the game changer for me.
Progress Point #1: Happy Scale
Happy Scale is a free app that finds trend
lines in scale weight over time. Upon finding
this app, it minimized the stress of fat loss in
my eyes. Fat loss is not meant to be linear (as
mentioned previously).
When you enter a caloric deficit your body
releases fat in the cell to where energy is
needed. After fat is released, the cell absorbs
water to maintain its volume and weight. At this
point, you have technically lost fat but it might
not show up on the scale. Understand this fact
and your journey will be a lot less stressful.
Eventually, the water is released from the cell
and the fat cell will shrink.
In Happy Scale, weigh yourself every day or
every couple days. The more data you get,
the better the trend line. If you are somewhat
emotionally attached to your weight, I would
suggest weighing yourself less often (once
every couple days or twice a week). However,
the more data points, the more reliable the
data. It is important to note that this process
will not be a life-long habit. The only reason
why I suggest weighing more frequently in
the beginning of a fitness transformation is
to collect more data points. The more data
points we have the better we can dial in
the nutritional approach. Once we have
everything dialed in, frequent weigh ins will not
be necessary.
Once you have a week or two of data entries,
a trend line will form on Happy Scale along
with an average weekly weight loss number.
The goal is to only focus on the average
weekly weight loss number. Not the day to
day. The sweet zone is between 1.0-2.0
pounds on the average weekly weight loss.
The goal is to fall somewhere in between these
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ranges. Here is where you can eventually dial
your calories in to provide a more accurate
caloric intake number based on your individual
factors. Allow me to explain.
Let’s say you have been eating 2,100 calories
a day on rest days and 2,400 calories on
workout days for the last couple weeks. You
are hitting your protein goal and eating
80/20. Your average weekly weight loss on
Happy Scale happens to be .7 pounds. If you
fall below the sweet zone range (1.0-2.0),
then subtract 100 calories from your calorie
goal and continue to track for the next week
via Happy Scale. Keep repeating this process
until you fall in the “sweet zone” of 1.0-2.0
pounds average weekly weight loss.
If you find yourself above 2.0 pounds average
weekly weight loss than add 50 calories to
your daily caloric goal. Usually this isn’t a
problem for most people.
Why the sweet zone?
For fat loss we want to stay in the 1.0 - 2.0
pounds per weekly average weight loss
for several reasons. First of all, we want to
maintain as much muscle as possible during
this transformation to ensure that fat is the
primary tissue being lost. Studies have shown
that if you enter into too high of a caloric
deficit, more muscle will be lost during the
transformation. Second, we don’t want to
create too big of a caloric deficit as this will
catch up to us eventually in terms of cravings
(hormones), binging, and hunger levels.
Progress Point # 2: Measurements
The most popular measurement when it comes
to fat loss is the waist circumference. No matter
gender, usually most people want a smaller
waist in regards to your fitness goal. Take a
measuring tape and measure around your
waist using the naval (belly button) as your
consistent tracking point. Because this is a fat
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loss program, this is the area I would most
recommend measuring every week or every
two weeks. You can also measure arm, thigh,
or any other area you are looking to change.
#3 Progress Photos
Take a picture of yourself before you start
your journey. One from the front, one from
the side, and one from the back. Because we
see ourselves every day, our eye becomes
accustomed to our body. We are not able to
pick up on the week to week changes because
we physically can’t see them ourselves.
Progress photos will help create additional
motivation and help you through the ups,
downs, and plateaus.

different exercises that you are accustomed
to. Spend lots of time stretching, mobilizing,
and performing low intensity cardiovascular
work. The idea is to pump as much blood
and nutrients into your muscles as possible to
enhance mental and physical recovery. The
slow repetitions of low to moderate weight
will help recover some of tendon/joint health
as well as relieve some of the central nervous
system damage that has taken place during the
strength cycles.
It’s a science based approach with some
tweaks to help with making it more applicable
and practical to your individual lifestyle. First
we will discuss the exercise protocol you will
follow for the next 4 weeks.

4
Exercise
The exercise program is composed of a
4-week strength cycle (a period of time
dedicated to increasing strength while
dropping body fat). As you will soon find out,
you can continue this strength cycle as many
times as you want as long as you are staying
healthy and progressing properly. I have
included a 3 day per week as well as a 4 day
per week program plan for each gender. I
do not recommend working out more than 4
days per week due to already existing subpar
recovery (caloric deficit).
However, I recommend that you take a
one week break every 8-12 weeks. During
your week off you can still workout if you
want to. Take this week and perform low
to moderate weight with slow repetitions of
CHAPTER
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Remember, during fat loss our goal is to
maintain as much lean muscle as possible
throughout the transformation. This will
give your body shape and make you look
phenomenal when you reach your goal. Due
to the caloric deficit, our bodies won’t have
enough energy to build muscle during this
program. We will take advantage of neural
adaptation (progressing via our central
nervous system) in order to help you progress
and look better (even possibly stronger) at a
lower body fat percentage.
Warm Up Protocol
The first step of the exercise protocol is to warm
up:
Benefits of a warm up include:
Increased movement of blood through your
tissues, making the muscle more pliable.
Prepares your muscles for activity
Prepares your heart for an increase in activity,
preventing a rapid increase in blood pressure.
Prepares you mentally for upcoming exercises
Primes your nerve-to-muscle pathways to be
ready for exercise
Increases joint safety and core activation.
Here are the steps that each warm up should
include:
Step 1:
Increase core temperature and heart rate
Ex. Running, biking, rowing, climbing stairs
(cardiovascular based movement)
Step 2:
Start with simple movement, low range of
motion, and low intensity.
Ex. Jumping jacks, body weight squats,
walking lunges (simple movements)
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Step 3:
Finish with more complex movements, larger
range of motion, and slightly higher intensity.
Ex. weighted lunges, goblet squats, back
extensions (complex movements)
The warm up should take anywhere from 5
to 15 minutes. Focus on movement quality.
If you are running focus on proper running
mechanics. Become aware of your body,
in tune with your soreness, muscles, aches,
breathing and mentally prepare for your
workout.
Distance, reps, speed, and weight are NOT
important. Don’t push yourself to the point
where you are getting fatigued. Remember it is
just a warm up. Treat it as such.
Now, we have the warm up completed and
are able to have a safe effective workout.
Here are the three areas we will be focusing
on during the workout. These color coated
sections possess different rep schemes, rest
periods, and tempos (how fast you move).
There might be one exercise correlated to
that color or there might be several exercises
correlated to the color. If there is one exercise
perform those reps and sets before moving
onto the next color “section”. If there is
more than one exercise in that specific color
section treat them as super sets. Super-sets
are exercises paired together with other
exercise sets (google supersets if still confused)
performed back to back. Perform one set of
each exercise in that color section before
starting set number two.
For example:
Barbell Incline Press: x4 x6 x8
Seated Row: x4 x6 x8
Both of these exercises are under one color
coated section. That means that we need to
superset these exercises. Perform 4 reps of
Barbell Incline Press immediately followed by
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4 reps of Seated Row. Rest as prescribed and
move on to set number two. Perform 6 reps of
Barbell Incline Press immediately followed by
6 reps of Seated Row. So on and so forth.
The color sections are defined below:
= 3-5 min rest, high intensity. This is where you
focus all emotional, spiritual, and physical
energy into progressing each week. This
section follows a set progressive overload.
Move the weight controlled but fast.
= 60-90 second rest after the supersets are
completed. This section is primarily composed
of accessory movements. Don’t worry about
the weight as much. Focus on slower and more
controlled movement. Try and develop mind
muscle connections.

Progression
As you will notice, you will have set rep
schemes allocated for each color section.
Below you will find the progression that is
intended for each color section.
The yellow section follows a reverse pyramid
training progression. This progression
technique makes a lot of sense when you are
looking to lose fat because it strategically uses
the limited energy you have. This progression
has you lift the heaviest weight for the first set.
Make sure you perform proper warm up sets
in order to work up to that heaviest set. During
your warm up sets, keep the reps extremely
low. Just enough weight to feel safe and secure
during your first working set. You will use the
same weight for the first 3 weeks and increase
weight on the 4th week of the program. Below,
you will be able to see how the progression is
intended.

= This is the last part of the workout. Rest as
little as possible while keeping the intensity
high. During this section, make sure you are
fully recovered before starting. The object of
this circuit is to increase heart rate and reap
the benefits of high intensity circuit training. I
have programmed these circuits with similar
movement patterns and muscle stimuli.
However, the most important part is to have
fun in this section. Play around with different
movements and exercises that you enjoy.
Know your limits but push yourself. Move fast
but controlled. Quality of movement is always
number one.
Male 4-week Program
See Download Sheet
Female 4- Week Program
See Download Sheet
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As you can see, the weight stays the same
for the first 3 weeks while the reps (load) is
ultimately increasing. During the 4th week,
we add 5+10 lbs to the original weight and
continue the progression. I encourage you
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to keep this progression up far beyond the
4-week structure in this program.

If you have any other questions or concerns
about the exercises feel free to email me at
estarkstrength@gmail.com.

The blue section follows a more traditional
progression. Depending on gender and
workout frequency this rep progression will
change slightly. As previously mentioned, I
am not too concerned with increasing weight
during this section. This section’s primary goal
is to provide some metabolic stressors and
help you develop a mind muscle connection.
Pick moderate weights that allow you to have
FLAWLESS form during the full range of motion
of that particular exercise. If the set is too easy
then add weight or go slower during the next
set. Pay attention to the rep changes from week
to week.
Exercise Library
As you can see there are a lot of exercises in
the exercise protocol. If you do not understand
an exercise or how it’s supposed to be
performed, then click on the link below or
google that specific exercise.
https://exrx.net/Lists/Directory
This happens to be one of my favorite
resources to use when teaching people about
exercise selection. If you still don’t understand
the exercise, then just pick a different exercise
that works the same body part but stick to the
same rep schemes and progression. One of
the challenges in writing my first e-book comes
with my absolute belief in individualization.
Some exercises work better for certain
people. You might have a deeper mind muscle
connection with a dip rather than a bench
press. I want to encourage you to still find
ways to implement what works for you. If you
don’t know what works for you then this is a
great starting point. As my old strength coach
use to say, it’s not what you do, it’s HOW you
do it. I couldn’t agree more.
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After the workout it’s a good idea to take
some time to cool down and work on mobility.
During this time period static stretching (holding
a stretch) is appropriate.
Benefits of a cool down
• Reduce heart and breathing rates
• Gradually cool body temperature
• Return muscle to their optimal lengthtension relationships
• Prevent venous pooling of blood in the
lower extremities
• Restore physiologic systems close to
baseline
Similar to the warm up don’t focus on the x’s
and o’s of the cool down. Focus on how your
body is feeling. Work the areas that feel tight.
Try and collect yourself before ending the
workout. Focus on proper deep breathing. Try
and breathe only through your nose if possible.

your muscle mass during the transformation to
ensure you are losing primarily fat.
If you do decide to incorporate a day or two
of aerobic training, be aware of the intensity.
Implementing too much cardiovascular activity
can be detrimental to your fat loss journey.
I have found that this is a common mistake
a lot of people make (males and females
alike). Too much cardiovascular activity drives
appetite and can cause the caloric deficit to
become much harder to sustain. Additionally,
too much high intensity cardiovascular can
stunt recovery and make it harder to maintain
muscle mass during the transformation. Either
way, be careful when implementing cardio into
your routine.
*Again, I just want to reiterate that aerobic
work isn’t necessary. I recommend that you
start without it and add it slowly if desired.
Here are some cardiovascular guidelines to be
aware of:
LOW INTENSITY CARDIO:

Aerobic Work?
So what about cardiovascular (aerobic) work?
Don’t you need to do cardio in order to lose
fat?
As you can now tell, I don’t have a lot of
aerobic work scheduled for you. If aerobic
exercise is something that you enjoy you can
absolutely incorporate it into your week. I
would suggest scheduling your aerobic days
separate from your workouts. However, the last
circuit of each workout is designed to increase
heart rate and reap some of the benefits that
cardiovascular training promotes.
You DO NOT need to incorporate high
amounts of cardiovascular exercise to reach
your goal. This is a common misconception. I
have actually found the exact opposite to be
true. The caloric deficit will drive weight loss
and the exercise protocol will help maintain
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As often as you want.
40-50% MHR; you are able to talk and sing
while exercise. Performed whenever desired.
Doesn’t have an effect on recovery.
MODERATE INTENSITY CARDIO:
Limit to 1-2 times per week for 10-15 minutes
per session.
50-70% MHR; you are able to talk but can’t
sing more than a few words without running
out of breath.
HIGH INTENSITY CARDIO:
Limit to 1 time per week for 10-15 min.
70-90% MHR; You can’t sing; and can’t talk
more than a few words without running out of
breath.
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Exercise Variation
Here is my favorite thing about fitness. It can
be altered to any person, no matter skill level
or ability. If for whatever reason you cannot
perform the exercises in the workout you can
always find an alternative option. If you can’t
perform a weighted pull-up, then just try a
regular pull-up. If you can’t perform a pull up
than try the lat-pull down. The majority of the
exercises in the exercise program are in the
form of a barbell or dumbbell, as this will help
create the best bang for your buck in the gym.
However, if you do not feel comfortable or
are unable to perform the exercises then you
can always switch to the machine version. For
example, an incline press machine instead
of barbell incline press. The shoulder press
machine instead of a dumbbell shoulder press.
So on and so forth. Safety and movement
quality is always the number one priority.
Exercise Rotation
What happens when you hit a plateau? Well
the way this program is designed it should
keep you progressing for a long time. With that
being said, there will eventually come a period
of time when you hit a plateau or create central
nervous system fatigue. When this happens,
exercise rotation is a great tool to use.
Exercise rotation refers to switching up the
exercises to provide a different stimulus to
your body thus creating another window to
progress. Switch up exercises with similar
movement patterns and continue the exercise
protocol. For example, switching out dumbbell
incline bench press for barbell incline press.
Maybe a push press instead of a barbell
shoulder press or pull ups instead of lat-pull
downs. If you have any questions about
what exercises to choose for an appropriate
exercise rotation than refer to this link again or
email me.
https://exrx.net/Lists/Directory
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5
Warm up the
bull pen
I’m not even a big fan of baseball but I
absolutely loved this analogy. In baseball, they
have an area called the Bullpen. It’s where the
team has back up pitchers warming up and
staying loose in case they need to relieve the
pitcher during the game. If the pitcher gets in
trouble, injured, or isn’t playing well, they have
a backup plan.
We have a backup plan when it comes to fat
loss. As previously mentioned, fat loss has ups,
downs, and plateaus. This is completely normal
and as a result we can account for that. We
have a system in place and a plan to follow.
Below is a list containing plateau breakers
that will help you push through the adversity
towards your goals.
#1: Refeeds
At some point during your fat loss journey, you
will reach a point where your hunger levels
start rising. Usually at first, the caloric deficit
isn’t hard to stick to. After a while, depending
on individual factors, the caloric deficit will
become more strenuous. When you find
yourself at this point, use re-feeds as a tool to
help motivate you to keep being consistent.
Refeeds are a scheduled day when you eat
to maintenance calories (500-600 calories
above your caloric deficit goal). As you can
recall, the Mifflin equation sets us up with
maintenance calories and we subtract to find
our daily caloric deficit goal for fat loss.
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Pick a day where you schedule to eat
maintenance calories. This day should
preferably be on a workout day. Pick the day
that trains your lagging body part (the part
of the body you want to improve the most).
Eat maintenance calories and bring your
protein down 20-30 grams. Fill this gap with
carbohydrates. At the end of the day, you
haven’t lost any progress, you just refilled some
glucose, increased leptin levels, and reversed
some of the metabolic damage that takes
place during caloric deficits. Don’t think of a
refeeds as a step back rather a step forward in
getting to your goal.
#2: Happy Scale Protocol
If you have hit a plateau for multiple weeks,
odds are you are not in a caloric deficit.
Become more aware of different ways you
might be making errors when tracking calories.
Also you can subtract 50-100 calories from
your daily caloric goal.
#3: Increase Protein
Try increasing your protein goal a small
amount (10-20 grams). The fiber and satiety
from protein will help aid in breaking through
the plateau. Also, protein has an incredibly
high thermic effect during digestion. That
means you burn more calories when you eat
protein. This small change might be enough
to create momentum and get fat loss moving
again.
#4: Drink More Water
This is so cliché but so true. I’ve hit lots of
plateaus in my journeys over the years and this
has worked almost every time. Try drastically
increasing your water intake and see what
happens.
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#4: Stay Active
In addition to working out, try staying more
active throughout the day. Find creative ways
to move at work or around the house. Go for
a walk at night. Go for a walk in the morning.
Go for a walk at lunch. As we discussed
previously, low intensity cardio can be
performed as much as you want.
#5: Get Enough Sleep
There is actually some science and studies
supporting weight loss and sleep. Something
to consider if you are you hitting a plateau.
I recommend sleeping 7-8 hours each night.
Don’t feel guilty about it.
#6: Measure High Calorie Foods
I know I said you could put away the
measuring cups after you develop an eye
for portions sizes but one of the reasons why
you might be hitting a plateau is because
you are miscalculating high calorie foods. Try
measuring carbs, nuts, etc. anything that holds
a good amount of calories. Don’t worry about
measuring fruit, veggies, protein sources or
things that are relatively low in calories. Just
continue to use your educated estimates when
it comes to low calorie foods.
#7: Stick to Low-No Calorie Drinks for
Fat Loss
After you spend a while in a caloric deficit,
you will want to make the most out of the
calories you do have. For this reason, do not
drink calories. Here are some low-no calorie
drink options for you.
• Almond Milk
• Bai
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•
•
•
•

BCAA’s
Stevia
Sparkling Water
Coffee (coffee also helps decrease hunger
levels)

#8: Eat Plenty of Vegetables and Fruits
Make sure you are getting tons of fruits and
vegetables throughout the week. Stay away
from dried or frozen vegetable/fruit sources
and aim for fresh quality options. Due to their
high fiber content, fruits/vegetables help
promote a caloric deficit while allowing you
to stay full throughout the day. Furthermore,
these options contain relatively low amounts of
calories for how much food you get (bang for
your buck). Some quality options include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strawberries
Apples
Blueberries (any berry)
Bananas
Spinach
Carrots
Peppers
Cucumbers (really any vegetable)

#9: Drink a Big Glass of Water Before
Eating
Here is a practical tip I would suggest if you
find yourself having a tough time sticking to the
caloric deficit. This will help promote feelings of
fullness during your meal.
#10: Start Out the Day Out with Protein
and Veggies
Along the lines of creating an enjoyable
caloric deficit here is another practical piece of
advice. Start your day out with high amounts
of protein and vegetables (the 80%). If you
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decide you want a treat (chocolate, ice cream
etc.) and can fit it in your daily goal then save
it for night time. Putting quality foods in your
body first and foremost will help create feelings
of fullness and satiety. The treat becomes just
the cherry on top. If you start your day out with
treats than it becomes really easy to binge and
go off the tracks because you don’t have that
quality food in your system.
#11: Don’t Eat from Large Packages
This may seem like common sense but this tip
has personally helped me out so much. Stay
away from large packages such as nut bags,
chip bags, granola bags etc. unless you plan
on measuring your food out of the package.
Instead, stick to smaller pre-packaged options.
Reason being, it is easy to lose track of how
many almonds you’ve had if you keep eating
out of a big package.
#12: Eat Slower
Easily my biggest downfall. If you eat slower
you will consume less food before you feel full.
The brain takes a while to receive the message
that you are full. It only makes sense to slow
down the eating process in order to allow for
time to receive the message. If you struggle
eating slow, try eating with your non-dominant
hand
#13: Be Aware of Dressings, Sauces,
and Oils
It’s really easy to lose track of the little things
when it comes to tracking calories. Be aware
of dressings, sauces, and oils as these will
dramatically increase calories.
#14: Brush your Teeth or Chew Gum
After You Eat
Another practical tip for you. This has been
shown to alleviate hunger signals. This is
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especially useful at night time to avoid late
night snacking. Either that or sip on low-no
calorie drink options as listed previously.
#15: Intermitting Fasting
My baby. If I could narrow it down to one
thing that has help me stick to caloric deficits
the easiest, I would have to give the credit
to Intermittent Fasting (IF). Let me start off by
saying that I use intermittent fasting regularly.
However, I don’t use it every day. I use it as
a tool and nothing more. It isn’t responsible
for creating fat loss, rather it makes the caloric
deficit much more enjoyable. Allow me to
explain.
So as we discussed before, fat loss comes
down to adhering to the caloric deficit, and
eating 80/20 with adequate amounts protein.
What really matters is the total caloric intake at
the end of the day. Assuming this truth, how do
we make x amount of calories enjoyable.

Imagine This
Let’s say Pam, a 35-year-old office worker,
sets her daily caloric goal at 2,100 calories
in order to lose fat. She follows the Eudafit
protocol and begins her fat loss journey. She
wakes up at 8 am and goes to bed at 11 p.m.
During the first couple weeks she eats 6 meals
evenly spread throughout the day and begins
seeing progress. However, after the first couple
weeks the caloric deficit starts becoming
more difficult to adhere to. Right now, she is
consuming around 350 calories per meal
because she is eating 6 times a day.
Enter Intermittent fasting. IF involves fasting
for a certain amount of time during the day,
which automatically shortens the time window
you have to eat foods. If you fast for the first
4-8 hours of the day you have a shorter time
window to enjoy all your calories.
Pam decides to give IF a try and lowers her
meals down to 3 meals a day. She wakes up
at 8 and fasts till noon, sipping on coffee and
water in the morning. Her meals are at noon,
5 p.m., and then again around 8 p.m. (again
this is an example, you set up your schedule
as it best fits you). Instead of only eating 350
calories per meal she gets to enjoy three 700
calorie meals in an 8-hour window. This allows
you to eat big satisfying meals without having
to feel guilty.
Side note: If you decide to do IF, you will
probably feel hungry in the mornings because
your body isn’t use to it. Realize this is
completely normal and sip on coffee to help
with hunger levels, after a while your body
will be accustomed to it. Similar to how our
muscles grow when we provide a stimulus to
them, our digestive system adapts to our eating
schedule after a while. If you can’t make a 4-8
hour fast in the morning right away that’s totally
okay. Start with an hour or two and work your
way up to a 4-8 hour fast.
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6
Individual
Blueprint
You have made it through the Eudafit
Babysteps. The first five baby steps are meat
and potatoes of fat loss. Science backed,
individually assessed, and proven to work.
Baby step six is to reassess this process every
1-2 weeks. Constant reassessing will help you
mold the program into something that truly
enriches and empowers your life. You know the
saying, “if it’s not broken, don’t fix it? Well, if it
could be better, it’s as good as broken. Don’t
change the the principles or baby steps, rather
change the way it fits into your lifestyle. Every
1-2 weeks ask yourself these questions:
How can I make this more sustainable for me?
How can I make this simpler for me?
How can I make this more enjoyable for me?
How can I make counting calories more
enjoyable?
How can I make the workout more enjoyable?
What exercises do I enjoy?
How can I incorporate this into my workout?
What’s working for me. What’s not?
What was unenjoyable for me this week? How
can I change that moving forward?
Consistent reflection will allow yourself to
become more in-tune with your own individual
fitness blueprint and that my friends, is the key.

Consistent reflection
will allow yourself to become
more in-tune with your
own individual fitness blueprint
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what’s
next
Chapter Four

Thank you so much for supporting me. I
hope to bring 10-fold value to you and I
am so stoked to be a part of your fat loss
journey.
If you decide to take progress photos. I
would be honored if you sent me your
transformation photos before/after. You can
send the photos to estarkstrength@gmail.
com.
I will have additional e-book opportunities
in the near future. Once you reach your
goal and want to achieve a different fitness
emphasis, we will have other e-books to
help guide you along your journey. Keep an
eye out.

Instagram: @estarkstrength
Facebook: @Eudafit
YouTube: @Eudafit
Twitter:

@Eudafit

I’m honored to take this journey with you.
Best,

Eric Stark
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